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JAY SIMPSON: JAY’S TAKE

BALLOONS OVER VERMILION

Alumni gam
gives this
Central gra
chance to be
Centennial

Joey Wright photos/The News-Gazette

Ryan Brumﬁeld (above) holds a rope Thursday as Seth Goodman (bottom right) preps his hot-air balloon — Honest Abe —
for ﬂight at Carlton Farms in Danville. Weather conditions prevented balloons, however, from taking to the air in a series of
planned events at Balloons Over Vermilion.

WAITING
FOR LIFTOFF
Inclement weather on
Thursday delayed the highin-the-sky fun at Balloons
Over Vermilion in Danville.
Organizers will try again
early this morning ahead of
the oﬃcial start of the twoday event (gates open at
3 p.m. at Vermilion Regional
Airport).

TOP: Dean Carlton (right) watchs as a pi-ball — a balloon used to test wind speed — rises. ABOVE: A crowd of pilots, crew
and others gathers ahead of Thursday’s media event.
July 8, 2022 9:15 am (GMT -5:00)
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dine Alumni Game
been announced.
With some of the
players to come ou
Central and Cente
the last 15 years — including yo
truly — let’s just say this game
6 at Centennial)
will be one for
Rosters
the ages.
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First off, I
the ﬁrst Col
want to thank
Carrodine A
Sonny Walker
Game on A
for putting on an
6 at Centen
event that will be
High Schoo
so good for our
community. I beCENTR
lieve it will bring
Jay Simpson
the town out and
Germaine R
give everyone
buck
something to look
Kam Rowan
forward to every
Jordan Caro
summer.
Fred Grear
I don’t think
Verdell Jone
this will just be
Donald Stew
a regular alumni
Jordan Lee
game; things will
A’Kieon Gill
get intense, and
Tim Finke
that’s what the
Clayton Jon
people want to
Jordan Walk
see.
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There will
(captain)
even be some
Coach: PJ K
pros and former
pros from each
CENTENN
school playing:
Tiger O’Neil
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Bryson Cow
Rayvonte Rice,
Kam Reeve
James Kinney
Jordan John
Jr., Verdell Jones
Kasey Carte
III and Michael
Tommy Mak
Finke. Having
Michael Fin
all of those guys
Terrion How
back on the same
Taylen Alexa
court again is
Jamonte Wi
going to be epic.
James Kinn
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Centennial used
Rayvonte R
to be a real
(co-captain
rivalry. It didn’t
Dedric Byrd
matter how
Quinn Nott
close of friends
ham
we were off the
Josh Piper
court, we were
Coaches: B
not anything
Davis-Johns
close to friends
Jeﬀ Johnson
on the court.
There was no
laughing or being friendly to pl
on the other team. We didn’t lik
during the game, and we wante
to know that.
Back then, it was really about
ing who was the better school, a
wanted all of the bragging right
Unfortunately, I’ve never bea
Centennial as a player, but I hav
a coach. Yes, it feels good to win
coach, but it doesn’t even come
to the feeling of beating them a
player, and now is my chance to
I’ve been in the gym working on
game and getting my rhythm ri
when it’s game time, I’ll be read
and put on show.
I’m excited for this game, and
it turns out great.

Jay Simpson writes for The News-G
His column appears Wednesdays, Fri
Sundays. He can be reached at jsimp
news-gazette.com.
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